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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the Exhibit button.
1. public class GoTest {
2. public static void main(String[] args) {
3. Sente a = new Sente(); a.go();
4. Goban b = new Goban(); b.go();

5. Stone c = new Stone(); c.go();
6. }
7. }
8.
9. class Sente implements Go {
10. public void go(){
11. System.out.println("go in Sente");
12. }
13. }
14.
15. class Goban extends Sente {
16. public void go(){
17. System.out.println("go in Goban");
18. }
19.
20. }
21. class Stone extends Goban implements Go{
22. }
23.
24. interface Go { public void go(); }
What is the result?
A. Compilation fails because of an error in line 17.
B. go in Sente go in Sente go in Goban
C. go in Sente go in Goban go in Goban
D. go in Goban go in Sente go in Sente
E. go in Goban go in Goban go in Sente
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are the two minimum configuration requirements for an
outgoing interface to be selected once the SD-WAN logical
interface is enabled? (Choose two )
A. Select SD-WAN balancing strategy.
B. Specify outgoing interface routing cost.
C. Configure SD-WAN rules interface preference.
D. Specify incoming interfaces in SD-WAN rules.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Workflow scenarios can be used on which of consumer device
types?
Please choose the correct answer. Choose one:
A. Desktop
B. Tablet
C. All of the above
D. Mobile
Answer: C
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